Tongue Lipoma: Report of 2 Cases and Review of Literature
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Abstract

Background: Tongue is an exceptional site of lipoma, a yet very common tumor. Aim: To improve awareness in tongue lipoma diagnosis and treatment approaches through a report of 2 cases and a review of literature. Case Report: A 57-year female patient presented with a large and longstanding mass of 10 years of duration of the base of the tongue, difficulties in feeding and speaking. Another patient of 33 years old presented with an asymptomatic swelling of the left side of the mobile tongue. The two patients had no remarkable medical history and their clinical examination was otherwise unremarkable. In all the two masses, macroscopic examination of the surgical specimen showed an elastic consistency and a yellowish cut surface. Microscopically, matures adipocytes in an abundant fibrous connective tissue were noted in one of the specimen and fibrolipoma was diagnosed. In the other one, matures adipocytes were noted and its patient was diagnosed as having lipoma.

Discussion: Tongue lipoma diagnosis, clinically challenging, is easily suspected at macroscopic examination of surgical specimen of a tongue mass. Treatment should favor as possible as a non-mutilating approach given the benign character and the classical low propensity for recurrence of the tumor.
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1. Introduction

Lipoma is a lesion composed of mature adipocytes, among the most common tumors of human body including the head and neck region however uncommon in the oral cavity [1] [2] [3]. Classically asymptomatic, tongue lipoma can however interfere with speech, mastication, swallow and breathing when it grows to
large sizes [4] [5]. Surgical excision is the mainstay treatment with proven efficacy. Additionally it may enable to suspect lipoma, showing elastic consistency and yellowish cut surface at macroscopic examination. The low clinical suspicion index of tongue lipoma due to diversity of differential diagnoses which include benign tumors, malignant tumors, developmental or inflammatory lesions may however lead to challenging diagnosis and improper treatment [5]. This study aims to improve awareness in tongue lipoma diagnosis and treatment approaches through a report in 2 patients and a review of literature.

2. Presentation of Cases

Case 1: A 57-year old female presented with a large and long-standing mass of 10 years of duration of the base of the tongue (Figure 1). The patient complained of increasing difficulties in feeding and speaking however she alleged no asthenia or weight loss. At clinical examination the mass was multi nodular, covered by a normal mucosa and had a firm consistency. The patient’s clinical examination was otherwise unremarkable, particularly palpation of the tongue noted no induration and that of the neck noted no lymphadenopathy. Under general anesthesia with nasal intubation, the mass was excised via incision of the mucosa followed by a blunt dissection of the muscles of the tongue. The excised lesion was well circumscribed, had an elastic consistency and a yellowish cut surface (Figure 2). Histological examination showed matures adipocytes in an abundant fibrous connective tissue (Figure 3) and the diagnosis of fibrolipoma was concluded. The patient’s recovery was uneventful and at 4 years postoperatively no sign of recurrence was noted.

Case 2: A female patient of 33 years attended for a swelling of the left side of the mobile tongue (Figure 4). The overlying mucosa of this swelling was superficially ulcerated but the patient alleged neither lingual pain nor history of alcohol or tobacco addiction. The patient’s physical examination was otherwise unremarkable, particularly the ulcer had no bleeding and palpation of the neck noted no lymphadenopathy. Under local anesthesia consisting in infiltration of lidocaine, a well encapsulated lesion of elastic consistency and yellowish color was removed. Matures adipocytes were noted at histological examination of the specimen and the patient was diagnosed as having lipoma. No sign of recurrence was noted at the patient’s follow-up 3 years postoperatively.

3. Discussion

Oral cavity lipoma that of the tongue included is very rare, representing at more 5% of all the body localizations of the neoplasm [6] [7]. Lingual lipoma accounts for 0.3% of all tumors of the tongue and is unexpected given absence of adipose cells in the tongue [5]. This rarity and the variability of clinical presentations of tongue lipoma lead to low clinical suspicion index. A deep-seated tongue swelling imposes firstly for a fibroma, haemangioma, lymphangioma, abscess or thyroglossal duct cyst. A superficial mass of the tongue as in the case 1 of this
Figure 1. Tongue lipoma presenting as a large and long-standing mass of the base of the tongue.

Figure 2. Cut surface of the surgical specimen of tongue lipoma showing a yellowish color.

Figure 3. Histopathology of tongue fibrolipoma showing matures adipocytes in an abundant fibrous connective tissue.
Figure 4. Tongue lipoma presenting as a superficially ulcerated swelling of the left side of the mobile tongue.

study may let think to ectopic thyroid tissue or a pleomorphic adenoma. When ulcerated as in the case 2 of this study, tongue lesion may impose for a carcinoma, particularly in individual with a risk factor such as alcohol or tobacco addiction. Clinical suspicion of lingual lipoma is easier at the ventral face of the tongue when thin mucosa enables perception of yellowish color and elastic consistency, consistent with the adipose tissue [8]. Medical imaging may help to suspect tongue lipoma. More than computed tomography (CT) scan which exposes to radiations and MRI not widely available, ultrasonography (US) should be used. CT scan shows a low mass density ranging from −60 to −120 Hounfield units consistent with the fatty tissue [9]. MRI, apart from suggesting lipoma diagnosis, shows accurately the tumor boundaries, vascularity and proximity to anatomic critical structures [9]. US shows lipoma as a lesion of round or elliptical shape classically hypoechogetic [10]. In tongue lipoma diagnosis approach, some authors use fine needle aspiration [11] [12] [13]. When contributive, this may help to differentiate clinically lipoma from conditions such as lymphangioma, heamangioma or abscess and even to affirm the diagnosis of lipoma by cytological examination. Other authors proceed by lesion incisional biopsy [4]. As in this study, diagnosis of lipoma may be suggested not before the surgical removal of an apparently benign tongue mass which shows elastic consistency and yellowish cut surface at macroscopic examination. Adult fat tissue cells at microscopic examination provides definitive diagnosis of lipoma and enables to exclude liposarcoma [14]. On the basis of the properties of these cells and those of their surrounding matrix, lipomas are classified as simple or classical lipoma and lipoma variants of which fibrolipoma. Classical lipoma and fibrolipoma noted in this study are reported as the more prevalent histological subtypes in some wide series [11] [15]. Surgical excision is the mainstay treatment of lipoma whatever the histological subtype with proven efficacy. Recurrences are exceptional in classical lipoma but can reach up to 60% of frequency in infiltrating or intra
muscular lipoma, classically due to inadequate excision [8] [11] [15] [16]. Any recurrence should raise suspicion for liposarcoma [13]. Apart from surgery, intralesional injection of steroids and liposuction are reported in treatment modalities of lipoma [17]. Triamcinolone acetonide is the steroid classically used, at volume varying from 1 to 3 ml depending on the tumor size, at monthly injections [17]. Steroids mechanism of action in lipoma is atrophy of the adipose tissue, achieved at best when the tumor size is less than 2.5 cm [17]. Liposuction is valuable whatever the tumor size [17]. It enables additionally to avoid surgical scar.

4. Conclusion

Tongue lipoma diagnosis, clinically challenging, is easily suspected at macroscopic examination of surgical specimen of a mass of the tongue. Treatment should favor as possible a non-mutilating approach given the benign character and the classical low propensity for recurrence of the tumor.
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